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Disclosure: This story is been written completely from my own imagination. If there
are some passages similar to any other book, it is only a pure coincidence.
The stories are a product of my imagination, those were collected from different passages of our
history. The main character on the stories is real. The book is based on the life of an angel-demon
woman created by God and Satan since the beginning of the existence.
Certainly it has variations based on true episodes and considering the main character in different
stages of her life and circumstances. In other words, this is somehow a true story, never been
written, until now.
Special recommendation to readers:
* Women: While reading this book, try to assume that you are the main character.
Do not be afraid on what you are about to read, do not panic and do not be queasy.
* Men: Imagine yourself being part of the main character as toy. Remember, this is not

Pornography, is only a complicated sickening woman.
This book is not recommended for people younger than eighteen years of age.
I have written this story divided in six books to avoid boring the reader and to take more interest
and get the real meaning of the main character and slowly understand her absolute nature.
Do not be upset if any of the episodes does not end and you cannot find answers, probably on the
following episodes you will find them.
Is a book that you have and need to read it from beginning to end.
Sci-Fiction, comedy, drama, horror ... you decide it!
Warning!
As the story progresses it, the main character turns more violent, sadism, dirty using objects to
satisfy her devilish instincts and sometimes to avoid them and do something good, for that reason
it is not be easy understand and comprehend it.

BOOK ONE

Introduction and description of the "specimen":
It is indeterminate the date that she was born, presume it was way before the Prehistoric period,
practically before the dinosaurs appeared.
Some people said, she was the snake that gave the apple to Adam. Other people said she was the
first thing that was born. To estimate her age the carbon 14 must to be used, the carbon 14 proves
the date that she appeared, not born date. Nobody knows where is she came from nor the exact
date... Provably, she only appeared. She is like a Virus. Nobody knows her name either. Some
people said her nickname is Pushia as she pushes sex.
She had suffered Ebola, Aids, Leprosy, TBC ... she is a walking Virus, but she is clean, sane and
extremely healthy.
Was she born from a woman? That is has to be checked!
When she was born, she was born to be evil ... something happens to this demon child ... So,

someone called her "Paranevil". Possible place of born: Cochincheeny.
People believe that she was born at the beginning of the History, it is true?
The truth is that she was created between God and Satan. It was an agreement
between Heaven and Hell.
Both gave her the ability to use up to 80% of her cellular brains. This was a mistake as neither of
them considered what she was going to do and her power over all things and creatures.
Her first sea travel was aboard the Noah's Ark.
Cosheenna was the hells woman aboard the Titanic when it sunken.
She sucked Dracula's blood transforming him into a Vampire.
Most certain place where she was born is in Atlantis of course before it was destroyed and sunken.
Since her teen age years she was the "bitchier" of the world, and still.
She is the inspiration for demonic heavy metal music.
Nostradamus was inspired by her visions on the future.
Fought alongside Attila and later on beside Genghis Khan.

*

This is the life of a Supernatural woman created between God and Satan.
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